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Introduction
Context:

Data
Input Data:

Part of the National ANR project PlaTINUM.

1 – Oriented images
2 – LiDAR scans

Acquired by a mobile mapping system in the area of Rouen, France

- Building a structured semantic representation of an
urban scene is crucial for many applications such as
navigation of people, autonomous vehicles, augmented
reality and localization for robotics applications.[3]

Challenges:
- Very high data volumetry: calls for very
efficient processing tools in terms of number
of operations and memory footprint

Taking advantage from the radiometry, photometry and
geometry of the reconstructed and textured scene,
a per-texel semantic segmentation is performed on the
3D model using recent deep learning methods.
-

- Scene complexity: Necessity of handling
the specificities of the acquisition geometry
(occlusions, high level of details, anisotropic
sampling, illumination variations…)

Goal: Combine information from both oriented

images and LiDAR point cloud of an urban environment
to semantize it in 3D in a consistent manner.

Superimposed image and laser Scan of the same street

Methodology

Results
Labeled spherical images

Acquired images

Generating spherical images

Labeling the panoramic images
using SegNet [2]

Texture and label mapping
-A surface reconstruction based on the sensor space topology is conducted on the LiDAR data
-Cleaning the resulted mesh:elongated triangles filtering + isolated pieces removal + hole filling
Texturing a 3D model is typically performed in two steps approach [1]:
1- View selection:
Select one view for each triangle of the input mesh with taking into consideration their
proximity to the object, their resolution and their out-of focus blur.
The problem is formulated as an energy minimization:
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Data term: the gradient magnitude of the image into which face Fi is projected
Smoothness term: minimize seam between faces textured with different images

2- Color adjustment :
Duplicate each vertex on the resulted seam of the same texture patch. The correction is
performed along the seam edges and not by vertex.

The color of the vertex v1 is looked up as a weighted average over samples on the
edges v0v1 and v0v2 based on the distance to v1
3- Texel-wise semantic segmentation:
Data term: the projection of face Fi into the corresponding view
Semantic panoramas back-projection: deactivate the color adjustment step + labels’ projection

Conclusion
The combination of camera and laser outcomes is much more
accurate than using one of the two acquisition modalities.
The texturing method is appropriate for large scale scenes.
However many challenges need to be taken into consideration
(occlusions, unreconstructed parts(windows, pedestrians, traffic
signs…)
The semantization stage is strongly dependent on the
consistency of the reconstruction and texturing stages.

3D mesh/ textured/ semantized
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